FROM GRADE 3/4C

On the 27/8/09 it was Brittany’s birthday. We went to the Zone and we went in the Lazer Zone and Tanika, Olicvia, Alidia, Mikaela, Tara, Madison, Macee, Brittany and myself went. We got 3 games at lazer tag. We got 2 team games and 1 solo rainbow game that if you are a high colour of the rainbow you are winning and if you are a low colour you are losing. After we finished we got to play 6 games and we got 199 tickets and we got 2 jumping bats and 4 lollies and Macee got 17 tickets and she got a slinky and 2 lollies. By Dearna

On Monday I was sick. I had a headache and a sore throat. Mum gave me some soup and malted ice-cream and strawberry and apple covered in white chocolate and milk chocolate. By Marlee

On Thursday we made a rotor glider. The things we needed were:-

1. A piece of paper
2. A pencil
3. A ruler

We flew them off the 1/2H & 1/2SW and then we went out on the oval to fly them. By David

Last week we made Rotor Gliders. When we flew them there was a good breeze so they flew really well. We used paper, scissors, ruler, pencil and we flew them off the 1.2 balcony. They flew there really well. One of the ½ grades came out and watched us. After the balcony we went on the oval. Darcy in our grade, his rotor glider went out of the school ground and flew over 2 houses and then went down. So he had to make a new one. Mine flew really well. I had lots of fun. By Bailey

On Tuesday we made rotor gliders. First we marked out our paper with measurements. Second we folded it to make flaps. It was so easy. Third we flew our gliders on the 1/2H & 1/2SW balcony. It was spinning round and round to the ground. A lot of people broke their gliders even me. The ½’s came out to see us fly them. Later we went to fly them on the oval. Darcy’s flew about 9 metres off the ground and flew over the fence and flew away. It was awesome. By Kiam

Last week we made a rotor glider and it went around and around and down to the ground. We went to the 1/2H & 1/2SW balcony. We need paper, pencil, ruler and scissors. 1. With the ruler you need to measure it. 2. Fold it to make flaps. 3. Fly your rotor glider 4. And when you go outside you need a calm breeze. It flew really well. By Emma B

On the 18/8/09 my class, grade 3/4G, made rotor gliders. We used pieces of paper cut in half, a pencil, a ruler and some scissors for the ingredients. By Adam
You need a rectangular piece of paper 25cm by 6cm. On one 6cm side put a mark every 2 cm. From the left side, put a mark on the 13th cm on both sides and draw a dotted line through them. You do some other lines and you cut the solid lines and fold the dotted lines. Fold so they overlap. Fold A and B in opposite directions and fold the bottom up. By Tyler

Last week we did rotor gliders and after we made the rotor glider we flew them on the 1/2H & 1/2SW balcony. Some of the rotor gliders that we made worked well and some didn’t work well. Mine went well and it did work. It was a very fun activity for me. I had a great time making the rotor gliders. It was fun and the best thing was when we got to fly them. I think that was the best park. By Josie

On Tuesday we made our own rotor glider. It was awesome. We went up on the ½ balcony and flew them off but mine still stayed up and was spinning round and round then it fell. After that we went on the oval. I let mine go then I was chasing it around. Then Darcy let his go and it went higher than the school buildings. By Kaitlyn

On Tuesday we made a rotor glider. It went round and round from the 1/2H & 1/2SW balcony. We needed this thing to make it – paper, pencil, ruler and scissors. This is how we made it. We had to mark out the paper. We had to fold the marks to make the flaps. We went to test it and it glides to the ground spinning. It will fly better in some breeze. It was really fun making it and flying it. By Kayley

On Tuesday we made rotor gliders. We flew them off 1/2SW and 1/2H. they flew awesome. I had so much fun. We had fun making them. By Jayne

On Tuesday the 18/8/09 we made rotor gliders. We went to the grade 1/2’s balcony to test them out. Then we went to the oval. Darcy’s went up, not down. To make one you will need a piece of paper, a ruler and a pencil. Then you are ready to go. By Mitchell

On Tuesday we made a rotor glider. We got to get a piece of paper and cut it. You need to cut half and you have to put 2 little lights on the top and one light on the bottom. By Thomas

Making a Rotor Glider.
1. Make measurements and name them A, B, C, D.
2. Cut and fold.
3. Put a paper clip on
4. Fly it and see how it goes.
I was amazed. Mine went up in the air and flew all the way across the oval over two houses and disappeared. By Darcy

Round and round and down the rotor glider will sail with its wings twirling around like a helicopter. You will need – A4 paper, pencil, ruler, scissors. You have to know your measurement. You fold flaps. You try them out off the ½ balcony. It will glide to the ground spinning and you need calm breezes and they fly really well. By Macee
It went up and down and I flew my glider off the 1/2 veranda and Darcy’s rotor glider went over the fence and he didn’t get it back.      By Indianna

**FROM GRADE PREP/1/B - ‘ANIMALS ON THE MOVE’**

On Monday we saw animals. We went in the Garbarli............

I was holding a rabbit. The rabbit is cute. It was really fun. I liked holding the rabbit because animals are cute.      By Ethan P

I was hugging the rabbit. The bunny was soft and cuddly. I like the bunny and I would like to have one. I felt happy.      By Marli F

First I fed the hens. Next I fed the sheep. Then I fed the cow. Next I fed the ducks, then I fed the pigs.      By Maxine

First I fed the 2 goats. Next I fed a goose then I fed a duck and I got to hold a bunny and I got to hold a guinea pig too.      By Ruby

First I fed the 2 goats. Next I fed a goose then I fed a duck and I got to hold a bunny and I got to hold a guinea pig too.      By Harvey

First I got food for the rabbits next I held a rabbit then I held a guinea pig. I felt excited.      By Riley

First I got food for the animals. Then I fed the animals. Next I held a guinea pig. Then fed the animals. Then I held a rabbit and then a hen. I felt excited.      By Grace

First I got a cup of food and I fed a goat. Next I looked for another animal to feed. Then I held a rabbit and a guinea pig and lucky last I held a hen. I felt excited because we got to see lots of animals.      By Zara

First I fed the sheep, next I fed the hens then I fed the ducks. I held the guinea pig. I held a rabbit.      By Renee
I patted a rabbit.       By Reece

I held a guinea pig.      By Chloe

I held a rabbit and a hamster and a bird.       By Darien

I held a guinea pig. I felt good.       By Hudson

I patted a cow. I fed a rabbit. I felt happy.     By Blake

First I patted a hen. I was scratchy. Next I patted a pig. It was nice then I fed the animals. I saw a wombat. I felt pleased.       By Georgina

First I patted a rabbit then I held a guinea pig and next I held a rabbit. It was fluffy.       By Tara

I held a bunny rabbit and I fed the sheep and I went to pat the cow and I felt happy.       By Antonio

I patted a guinea pig and I fed a sheep. I got to pat a rabbit. I liked the pig. I felt happy.       By Elliott